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Introduction
By James Biggs
As chairman of John Cooper Quizwalks I
am delighted to introduce this souvenir
edition which marks the culmination of our
50th anniversary celebrations.
It was in May last year that our forthcoming fiftieth anniversary started to loom big
on our radar screens. So we formed a 50th
anniversary committee and I chaired the
first meeting on 17th June 2006.
And here let me record a personal “Thank you” to Roger Abbott,
Roger Heath, Geoff Hunt, Alan Reeves and Peter Rose, the other
committee members, who from then on worked so hard to make
our anniversary celebrations over the weekend of 29th and 30th
September 2007 a success.
I will tell you more about this souvenir edition in a moment. But
first: how did it all begin back in 1957? Well, having been born myself in 1975 I can’t give you any direct recollections of my own!
No matter. Thanks to the excellent archive information preserved
for us by the late Les Bradbury (our chairman between 1974 and
1986) we’ve been able to go back to our roots. Here, then, is our
story, taken from an article on our website.
Quizwalks, as we call them today, were started by a club called the
Elmbourne Young People’s Club, EYPC for short. By the time of
that first walk in 1957 the club, which also fielded two local football

Here is a group picture,
taken around that time
en route to a seaside
outing.
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teams, was meeting one evening a week in a small hall it hired in
Tooting, South London.
The hall had facilities for playing table-tennis, darts and snooker.
Some evenings a card school would start up in a quiet corner; the
game was always “Three Card Brag”. There was also a record
player around which jiving to the latest records took place.
The age range for the club was wider than its name suggests. In
1957 the club organisers, John Cooper and Frank Roberts, were
both in their early 40s. At that time most members would be in their
20s, with a sprinkling of teenagers and thirtysomethings making up
the rest.
The EYPC had a very cheaply produced newsletter called “News
and Views”. It cost club members “3d” a copy. In an edition published in autumn 1957 it says the latest records in the club collection were:
- Teddy Bear/Loving You by Elvis Presley
- Diana/Don’t Gamble With Love by Paul Anka
- Last Train to San Fernando by Johnny Duncan
- Streamline Train/Railroad Steamboat by the Vipers Skiffle
Group
That same edition also contained an extract from the proceedings
at the September meeting of the Club Committee. It read:
“It was reported that arrangements were underway for a Hikers’
Treasure Hunt to take place on Sunday 29th September, starting
from Reigate.”
That was the beginning. It was called a Treasure Hunt then. And
the first one, a circular walk from Reigate Station in Surrey, was
organised by John Cooper and a club member called Derek Wilmot.
What made the EYPC’s first Hikers’ Treasure Hunt different, and
still distinguishes quizwalks to this day, was that it didn’t involve
cycling or driving around the countryside. Instead it was about
walking deep in the countryside and competing in small teams to
try and solve a pre-prepared series of cryptic clues set by the organiser about things seen along the route.
For some years Treasure Hunts were all day affairs of about eight
to ten miles, typically starting at around 9.45am to 10.00am on a
Sunday morning from a railway station, usually in Surrey. Almost
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everyone travelled by train as few owned cars.
In the 1970s we renamed our walks “quizwalks”, which better describes what they’re about. We now hold them on Sunday afternoons over routes of around 3 to 4 miles. They are always circular
walks, and always start from a pub, not a station.
Now back to this souvenir edition. In Retracing The Footsteps of
Fifty Years Ago we tell the story of how we went about reconstructing that inaugural quizwalk held on Sunday 29th September 1957.
That part’s been written by Roger Heath. Roger has been on the
quizwalk scene right from the very beginning and is currently our
Membership Secretary. He still competes in our quizwalks along
with his wife, Joyce.
Roger will take us stage by stage round that first walk, telling us
how he retraced the route and using as his backdrop the original
walk text. We’ve also included other contemporaneous material
from our archives along with photographs and maps, all of which
we hope will serve to bring that first walk alive.
Then in the last part we give the full text, interspersed with some
location shots, of The 50th Anniversary Celebration Walk. In this
walk, which we held fifty years on to the day on Saturday 29th September 2007, we retraced most of the circular route from Reigate
Station taken on the inaugural walk.
For reasons I explain later when prefacing The 50th Anniversary
Celebration Walk we split it into two separate walks, the first organised by Roger Heath and the second by Geoff Hunt and Alan
Reeves. Hopefully many of you who dip into this souvenir edition
will have experienced one or both of these walks for yourselves on
29th September this year. If not, then you have everything you
need in this souvenir edition to do them in your own time.
Earlier I mentioned that our anniversary celebrations spanned the
weekend of 29th and 30th September. The second event was, of
course, on the 30th when we held our 50th anniversary celebration
lunch at the Reigate Manor Hotel. I do hope that those of you reading this souvenir edition who came to that event found it an enjoyable and illuminating way of celebrating fifty years of quizwalking.
Now for the next fifty years! But we mustn’t be complacent. Let’s
resolve in the future to do all we can as individuals to keep alive a
unique pastime that has brought interest and pleasure to so many
down the years.
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Retracing The Footsteps of Fifty Years Ago
By Roger Heath

A Personal Recollection
Those who know me and my long devotion to
quizwalking probably think that I’ve had the 50th
anniversary in my sights for at least the last ten
years! But I haven’t.
I only got to thinking seriously about it when
Roger and Jenny Abbott, themselves quizwalkers
of longstanding, came to lunch at our house in
February last year. One thing led to another and
we decided there and then to give Les Bradbury a
ring to ask him what he could remember about
that first walk from Reigate Station back in 1957.
Before that phone call to Les I had imagined that we would mark
the 50th anniversary by doing a symbolic walk in the vicinity of
Reigate but without being able to retrace the footsteps of those first
quizwalkers back in 1957. Much as I knew that Les had kept
detailed information about quizwalks down the years I had simply
forgotten that his records stretched as far back as that very first
walk in which he took part himself as a 27-year-old.
So when he told me during that phone call that he had all the
original text of the walk apart from the first stage it dawned on me
we could do a reconstruction for our 50th anniversary. What’s
more, Les told me from his own recollections the route the walk
had taken on that first stage and said he was thinking of revisiting
Reigate Station in an odd moment to walk that first bit again.
I then asked him if I’d been on that first walk myself. Much to my
surprise he reminded me that I had taken part and that there was a
reference to me in an article (also carefully preserved by him)
published in the club magazine News and Views shortly after the
event. I would have been fourteen at the time.
Sadly Les died unexpectedly only a few weeks after that phone
call. But although he won’t be with us in person to celebrate our
50th anniversary he will be in all our thoughts as the man who not
only made the rewalk possible but who also did so much in his
lifetime to promote and foster the very special pastime we still
enjoy to this day.
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Not long after Les’s death his partner, Win Harper, kindly handed
over to me the copious files of records Les had kept over the
years. I don’t mind admitting that it was with a mixture of
excitement and some trepidation that I opened the ring binder for
the 1950s walks to make sure that the paperwork for that first walk
was actually there. It was! And,
just to be on the safe side, I made
several copies when I got back
home and distributed them to
other members of our group.
And so it was that during April,
May and June 2006 I made six or
seven sorties out into the Surrey
countryside to retrace the route of
that first walk with only the original
text, written back in 1957, to guide
me. And, as we shall see later on,
the rhyming format in use then
didn’t always lend itself to making
the directions precise and easy to
follow.

Win Harper & Les Bradbury

Under Starter’s Orders
Now let’s step back in time and join that group of people from
South London who, having travelled to Reigate Station by train,
were about to set out on the very first quizwalk. As John Cooper
tells us himself in an article published subsequently in the Balham
and Tooting Gazette on the 10th November 1957:
The field……was strengthened by a contingent of the 11th
Wimbledon Scouts…The organisers, Messrs D A Wilmot and J W
Cooper kept their promise by producing a real test of ingenuity by
planning a route through lanes, fields, ditches and obscure paths in
the woods on the Buckland Hills between Reigate and Betchworth.
In fact, as you can see if you turn to the map in the centrefold, that
was only the first part of the route, taking them up onto the North
Downs and along to Pebble Coombe. After that they went down
past Betchworth Station, continued on to the Dolphin pub, then
came back along what is now the Greensand Way to Reigate. I
estimate that they walked 10.6 miles in all.
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This picture, taken around
1960, shows five people,
four of whom were among
the competitors who set off
at around 9.45am from
Reigate Station on that
dank Sunday, the 29th
September 1957. Later on
I’ll tell you what befell the
four of us that day.
For the moment let’s return
to the assembled group,
awaiting the off outside
Reigate Station. Since, like
all our walks, this was a
competition, they would
have formed themselves
into competing teams,
mostly made up of pairs.
On a quizwalk today, of
Standing (left to right): Andy Wilson, Les Bradbury
and Reta Bradbury
course, all the teams start
(left to right): Ken Halls (who did not take part
simultaneously. But on that Sitting
on 29/09/1957) and me
first walk in 1957, and for a
number of walks after that,
the teams set off at intervals, five or ten minutes apart. Their
starting times were recorded by the person acting as the starter.
On this occasion it was Frank Roberts, who was himself destined
to become a very prominent figure in quizwalking over the years.
In the Balham and Tooting Gazette article referred to above John
Cooper tells us:
The starter, Mr Frank Roberts, and partner, handicapped by a very
late start, were the last to leave (and) did well, too, in catching up
several teams in front.
Unlike today, competitors weren’t handed a complete set of
directions at the beginning along with the cryptic clues. Instead
they were given a slip of paper called a clue sheet covering the first
stage of the walk only. They then had to scramble around at the
end of that stage to find the clue sheet for the next one, and so on.
As one of the early competitors, Brenda Marks, puts it in a piece
published in News and Views in December 1958:
Now these are usually little rhymes written on flimsy pieces of
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paper and usually number about 16. On most occasions they are
hidden in the most awkward places, on top of l2ft. brick walls,
outside public conveniences, inside pigsties and outside public
houses which shut five minutes before you arrived. You are
expected to scratch about until you unearth the now soaking wet
clues.
The receptacles often used to hold the clue sheets were tobacco
tins with a label stuck on the front asking members of the public not
to walk off with the tin on the day in question. But even with this
precaution in place there were many stories in the early days of
competitors not being able to find the precious tin that would take
them on to the next stage – something that especially seemed to
afflict those coming up in the rear of the field after their fellow
competitors (albeit unwittingly?) had made that tin a little bit harder
to find!
The scoring system was also very different then. Here is a score
sheet from a walk organised by Les Bradbury in the fifties.

As we can see, points were awarded both for finding the clue
sheets themselves and for solving the clues on them. These points
were then reduced by the number of minutes taken to complete the
walk. So time was of the essence. A scoring system something like
this was probably used on 29th September 1957.
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The Original 1957 Walk
Stage 1
So which way did they go
when they set off from the
Reigate Station entrance
on the north side of the
railway line?
Well, although the first
stage of the walk has not
been preserved I can be
certain from what Les told
me on the phone that they
crossed over the main road and headed west along Somers Road.
I believe they then continued ahead into Manor Road, ending the
first stage either at the T junction with Coppice Lane or shortly afterwards, having turned right along the lane.

Stage 2
On down the road past hedges so bare,
Between white posts as you walk without care.
Take to the grass path, soon duck your head low.
NAME SPARES FOR A CYCLIST, THEY’RE RUSTY I KNOW.
Ignoring the signpost, straight on until
You bear right at a fork, on up the hill.
You’ll come to a clearing, take path to your right.
Near here a clue, up the stairs, out of sight.
This is the first preserved text from a quizwalk. As we can see the
directions are written in rhyming couplets and the clues (much less
cryptic than they are
today) are also in
rhyme and are interspersed amongst the
directions.
But whereas the
clues were easier to
solve, the directions
were most definitely
harder to follow as
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the rhyming format didn’t lend itself to precision. For example, one
or two rhyming couplets sometimes cover quite a long distance
and sometimes a very short one.
As for the clues themselves, there is no record in Les Bradbury’s
archives of what the answers were. So as I went round reconstructing the route I had to try and work them out for myself.
As far as I can see (although I can’t be 100% sure and someone
may prove me wrong on 29th September!) no actual answer from
50 years ago has survived. However, we can be sure of the location of at least one answer – and that is on Stage 12, see below.
We can also hazard a guess that the answer to the clue on this
stage may have been a couple of rusty bicycle wheels someone
left behind.

Stage 3
Retrace your way back to the clearing,
Cross straight over and right course you’re steering.
The path, you’ll find, runs into another,
A tough route today, believe me brother.
WHAT IS THE TREE DEPICTED ON SIGN?
WHO WAS IT CAME FROM S.W.19?
Straight on you’ll see a hole in the ground.
Don’t pass it by, there’s a clue to be found.
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Stage 4
Looking back now at the National Trust sign
Directions to take, only one of them fine.
The first on the left is your current turn,
All the others disdainfully spurn.
Tall trees on your left in a carpet of copper.
Keep on this path till you come to a stopper.
Under a spreading fir tree bold,
Within its masses a clue it could hold.
In practice I found it quite difficult at first to work out the exact route
they took as they snaked their way along the foot of the North
Downs before ascending Colley Hill and then heading west along
the top of the downs.
Partly this was because some of the signs and flights of steps referred to in the original text simply aren’t there today. Then there
was the lack of precision in the directions inherent in the rhyming
format.
Margery
Wood
Water
Tower
Staggered
steps

Colley Hill



Juniper Hill

The Horseshoe

Colley Pits
(disused)
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end of stage 3

Anyway, after some detective work I am now confident that, immediately after passing a National Trust sign (not there today), they
came to the end of Stage 3 at the point shown on the Colley Hill
map. Incidentally the tree depicted on the sign was probably an
oak tree – just as it is on the NT signs we see today.
Then, starting Stage 4 by facing back the way they had come, they
turned left and walked anticlockwise round The Horseshoe before
rejoining the main path. The ground falls away steeply to the left as
you go that way round The Horseshoe, so you find yourself on the
same level as the tops of the tall trees that grow up from the basin
below. In the autumn the fallen leaves in the basin form the “carpet
of copper” referred to in the text.

Stage 5
On your way left down the steps bear.
Turn right at next path, when you get there,
Left down the steps again you tread,
At another fir tree mind your head.
Approaching a ridge turn right, up steps go.
At top keep left over ridge and so,
Meet a path which you climb and turning right
You’ll pass a B stone you quickly sight.
On past a white house which two roads approach,
On its privacy, please, do not encroach.
But keep straight on till a fence on right,
Find a clue quickly. Don’t stay all night.
This stage took in the ascent of Colley
Hill, a steep climb of several hundred feet
given short shrift in the directions with the
dismissive single line “Approaching a
ridge turn right, up steps go”. Woe betide
the quizwalk organiser today who gives
no advance warning in the directions of
such a lung-bursting climb!
There were two dramatic happenings on
Stage 5. These were recorded by the
joint walk organiser, Derek Wilmot, in an
article entitled “The Things That Happen
On A Treasure Hunt”, published in the
November 1957 issue of the EYPC’s
News and Views magazine.
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Here’s what he had to say about Andy Wilson (who, incidentally,
has been part of the quizwalking scene ever since 1957 and retired
as our treasurer earlier this year) and his rescue of a female competitor stuck halfway up the side of Colley Hill.
The scene: a damsel in distress, marooned high up on a greasy
plateau. Our hero, a beautiful fur, anti-brain-freezer - alpine climber
for the use of – under which exquisite teapot warmer (I mean hat)
was Andy. “Courage, dear ones” comes from under the hat and
with complete disregard for personal safety proceeds to rescue the
aforementioned damsel. Unlike the heroes of the silent film era the
hat did not claim his reward. Good old Andy!
At least Andy appears to have taken the route up Colley Hill that
the organisers intended. But I, apparently, did not. A 14-year-old
schoolboy that day, I was partnered (I am given to understand) by
one, Jack Parham. This is how, as Derek Wilmot records it, Jack
and I met our Waterloo on the steep slopes of the North Downs.
“The funniest thing,” says Les (Bradbury) “was, whilst I lay hidden,
to see Roger and Jack go tearing up a hill - off the course - which
could only be compared with the side of a house. With Roger issuing strange gibberings and both of them going like demented beings pursued by some hideous thing from outer space they were
last seen on the distant skyline, hopelessly lost.”
Where did we go wrong? Can’t be certain 50 years on, but there’s
a fair chance we turned right too soon and climbed the steep,
grassy hillside where indicated by the broken red line on the Colley
Hill map.

View from top of Colley Hill towards Reigate
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Stage 6
AT THE SECOND DRIVE THERE’S A TASTY FRUIT,
They want the gate shut, wioot a doot. (Sorry)
Keep right on past Little Gables,
We hope this route has quite enough labels.
Bearing slight left you’ll find that the fence
Lies down when it’s tired, showing ruddy good sense.
Look carefully now, as you go,
The gate has no purpose, we’re sure you’ll say so,
Except to provide for you today
A clue for you. We’re sure it may.
What the “tasty fruit” was at the start of
Stage 6 is no longer clear. However, the
route they took (now heading west
along the top of the North Downs) is not
in doubt since Little Gables refers to the
name of a house that is still there to this
day.
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Round Wood
end of stage 7

where stage 8
may have ended
c
Bu

Dewriding Plantation

former viewpoint

n
kla

where they probably
emerged into the
open

d
ne
La
(tr
k)
ac

Buckland
Lime Works
(disused)

Lady Hill

Dewriding
Plantation

Stage 7
As you go on you’ll get in the open.
We hope with this route you are copin’.
IN DISTANCE TO LEFT A BUILDING OF MYSTERY,
NAME IT NOW, AND GO DOWN IN HISTORY.
At end of field a water trough,
Keep feet dry, or get cold and a cough.
We’ll hide your clue near the water cock,
Providing of course there isn’t a lock.
Early on Stage 7, as the first line of the directions indicates, they
emerged into the open. This was probably at the point shown on
the right edge of the
Dewriding Plantation
map. Here the view
opens up to the left just
before you now encounter a seat on the right
dedicated to a Paul Hill.
The photograph shows
the present view to the
left (i.e. looking south).
But what was the
“building of mystery in
distance to left” they had
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to name? Your guess is as good as mine.
Stage 7 ended at the point shown on the map, although there is no
water trough there now.

Stage 8
Left down the path that runs down the hill.
Follow field round to the top until
A path through the woods, away from the field,
You’ll come to a hillside with view of the weald.
Make your way towards building in view,
Step over branches, a path is now due.
Now bearing right with the channel below,
J.B.’s on a tree, the old so and so.
Scramble down here, up channel proceed,
Look left for wire coil, you hunting breed.
The fourth line of Stage 8 refers to “a hillside with view of the
weald”. This, I believe, was the point marked “former viewpoint” on
the map. It no longer affords a view, being hemmed in by trees.
What’s more the path through the woods runs north for a short way
from here before reverting to
a westerly direction.
However, fifty years ago they
must have headed immediately west at this point along
a makeshift path before
scrambling down the steep
sides of the sunken track
called Buckland Lane, referred to as a “channel” in the
directions.
Then they continued up
Buckland Lane, perhaps ending Stage 8 at the point shown on the
map.

Stage 9
Carry on up to house on your right.
An old crock’s parked here, at junction you sight.
This stage took them northwards to a house a little to the south of
where the Pfizer complex is today.
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Stage 10
Straight on proceed with fanatical urge.
Step daintily through the mud, mire and splurge.
Turn left at the main road you’ll soon spy.
Step confidentially on till danger is nigh.
ADVICE TO ROAD USERS YOU SHOULD NOW NOTE,
WE’LL ASK YOU LATER ON TO QUOTE.
Look out for the Dawcombe flagpole near,
To which a clue is near, we fear.
When they reached the main road referred to in line three they
were at the point on the Dorking Road that now marks the entrance
to the Pfizer complex. From here they turned left, soon descending
Pebblehill Road. Perhaps the advice to road users was something
like “Engage Low Gear Now” on a sign at the start of the steep descent.
Dawcombe Wood borders the road on the left-hand side as you go
down Pebblehill Road, which obviously explains the “Dawcombe
flagpole” reference.

Stage 11
A HOUSE FOR SALE, A NUMBER REMEMBER,
TO VIEW THIS HOME SOME TIME IN NOVEMBER.
The month doesn’t matter we’re glad to say.
Don’t bother to look for needle in hay.
WHAT SORT OF WEAR SHOULD YOU DON AT NIGHT?
LOOK BACK FOR THE SIGN WHEN IT COMES INTO SIGHT.
Pass the four winds, cross railway near station.
A solid old tyre on left – information.
The house for sale clue looks pretty straightforward – it was clearly
a dwelling somewhere along the Pebblehill Road stretch. Maybe
the second clue refers to a warning notice advising pedestrians to
wear luminous clothing at night on what was (and still is) a dangerous stretch of road to walk along.
The end of this stage took them over the level crossing at Betchworth Station to a clue hidden on the left on the short stretch of
road leading up to the junction with the A25.
Betchworth Station was the starting point for many a quizwalk over
the years. Pictured is a cartoon drawn by John Cooper himself dating from 1967.
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Stage 12
HOW MANY VOLTS MAY CAUSE YOU TO JUMP?
If you get in here, in one large lump.
Now soon you cross the A two five.
Make it snappy to get back alive.
THE BREAD IS BROKEN AT THE GOSPEL MISSION.
THE HOUR OF THIS SERVICE, SUPPLY INFORMATION.
Smartly to left 4 S’s you’ll see,
Then round to your right and follow me.
Turn left at queer fish, soon right a pill box.
Step carefully now - don’t wet those smart socks.
The first clue is obviously to do
with electricity – perhaps there
was a transformer compound
there in those days.
Then, after heading straight over
the A25, they carried on past the
Gospel Hall on the right in Station
Road. The wood-clad building is
still there together with a noticeboard at the front, although obviously not the same one that displayed the time of the service back in 1957.
Shortly afterwards they turned left and then right into The Street,
following it down to The Dolphin pub,
referred to as “queer fish”. Then a left
turn into Wonham Lane took them to
the WW2 pill box that’s still there on the
right side of the road, albeit somewhat
overgrown.

Stage 13
On you go now, then first left you take,
Then round to your right as your way
you make.
Very soon now you’ll be doing fine,
If you get up them stairs – all thirty nine.
Bear left with faint path as poplars you reach,
O’er stile – through two gates – a lesson we’ll teach,
To intrepid hunters still around
Who’ll look near a stone in a field to be found.
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Stage 14
Turn right at T junction, through mudbath at farm.
Steady now please, it’ll go up to your arm.
Follow a path – o’er golf course to mill.
In cottage gutter a clue’s there still.

39 Steps


“T-Junction”
(Stage 14)
Dungates Farm

Sandhills


Mill Pond

Dungates
Farm

The location of the stairs (steps) mentioned in Stage 13 is shown
on the left side of the Dungates Farm map. Today there are only
34, not 39. The T junction at the beginning of Stage 14 is also
shown on the map. A right turn there took them to “Dungates
Farm”.
Like 2007 the year 1957 was a very wet one, and it’s clear from the
reference to “mudbath at farm” that by 29th September of that year
the rain had turned the track through the farm into a quagmire.
Out in front of the field that day were the eventual winners, husband and wife team Les and Reta Bradbury. Their rapid progress
was halted only when, as the afternoon was wearing on, they arrived at the farm. And, as Derek Wilmot tells us in the EYPC
magazine article referred to earlier, it wasn’t just the heavy mud
there that held them up.
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After the hunt no one could say that Reta lacked any of the following qualities - tact, patience, good manners, and a real sense of
feeling for dumb animals. As Reta was about to go sloshing
through a farmyard of mud, mud, glorious mud, she spied some
thirty cows with the same idea in mind and about to cross from the
opposite side.
Reta came to an abrupt stop. So did the thirty. They eyed each
other with suspicion over this no-mans-land of black, slimy,
squelching mud. The thirty, with the firm belief in the safety of numbers, proceeded in the general direction of the milking sheds. And
Reta, I may say, didn’t waste much time in seeking a more suitable
position in which to practise the age-old custom of “After you,
Claude”.
Les, with an anxious eye on his watch, was shouting “C’mon, Reta,
C’mon, Reta”. Our Reta wasn’t having any. She wasn’t prepared to
throw all those foregoing virtues to the winds and she waited till the
cudsters were safely under lock and key.
Today the farm no longer keeps cows and the track that runs
through it doesn’t get so muddy. It was different back then.
The last two lines of Stage 14 cover a distance of about three quarters of a mile and are too brief to give proper directions. But at
least a few of the competitors that day made it to the Mill Church at
Reigate Heath Golf Club and the nearby cottage which had the directions for the next stage hidden in its gutter. These two landmarks are shown on the Reigate Heath map.
24

Reigate Heath

golf course
Mill
Church

Cottage
golf course

Ivy Cottage




golf course

Skimmington
Castle
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Stage 15
Cross the main road, down path opposite,
Over the links – mind you’re not hit.
Then joining a track please turn to the right,
And bear right, then left, as small path you sight.
HOW MANY FRONT DOORS TO THE PIDGEON’S HOME?
You’re nearing the end of this day’s roam.
Turn left with the railings and again with a path.
We’ll discuss this later when we’ve had a bath.
But you’ll see no bridles nailed to a tree,
For each and all of us to see.
LOOK FOR IT NOW, IT’S UJ756,
MIXED UP WITH MUCK AND A LOT OF BEAN STICKS.
Turning left again, we’re sure Les and Rete
Will find a clue left in a lump of concrete.
I had real difficulty trying to work out exactly where they crossed
the golf links as the directions didn’t tie up with the topography today. Then I found a map showing an old path I’ve indicated by the
broken red line on the Reigate Heath map. The path’s not there
today (except for the faintest
of traces) but that’s the way I
believe they went in 1957.
Then they would have taken
the track that passes to the
left of the Skimmington Castle pub, presumably walking
past a pigeon house in
someone’s garden as they
did so.
At the end of this highbanked track they continued in a leftwards arc,
eventually turning left on
the long footpath (shown
above) that near its end
passes beside allotments
and out onto Park Lane.
The “muck and a lot of
bean sticks” must have
been at the allotments, but
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what was “UJ756”? Could it have been the serial number on a
piece of agricultural equipment? There are many possibilities.

Stage 16
Carry on now and back to town go,
To cuss them two with tales of woe.
O’er main road, on right a caff see,
And Derek and John still drinking tea.
This last stage would have taken them along Park Lane to the High
Street where John Cooper and Derek Wilmot were waiting in a
nearby café. In practice, with one notable exception, there were
few finishers. As John Cooper himself tells us in that article he published in the Balham and Tooting Gazette:
Mr and Mrs Leslie Bradbury left the field standing after a poor start
and finished hot on the trail of the organisers who, spotting their
imminent approach near the end of the hunt, had some difficulty in
getting home to Reigate in time.
A small proportion of the field failed before the halfway stage at a
difficult clue. But the majority failed three clues from home by reason of bad light. Mr A Wilson and partner lost valuable time rescuing the only all-girl team in the hunt on steep muddy steps just after
the start but made excellent time later.
Les Bradbury puts it even more succinctly in his own archives: Bad
light stopped play! So that first walk ended in a bit of a whimper in
the dank gloom of a Sunday afternoon late in September.
Five days later Russia started the space age by launching the first
Sputnik. Now, with the benefit of hindsight, we can see that the
walk organised by John Cooper and Derek Wilmot on 29th September, 1957 was, despite its downbeat finish, the launch pad for fifty
unbroken years of quizwalks. Long may they continue!
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The 50th Anniversary Celebration Walk
29th September 2007
By James Biggs
This page gives some brief background information on how we
went about devising this celebration walk. Please read it in
conjunction with the route map in the centrefold.
We estimate that the original 1957 walk was about 10.6 miles. This
compares with quizwalks today which are usually three to four
miles long. In fact we were able to shorten the walk a little to
around 9.5 miles, mainly by finding a more scenic way of
descending the North Downs to Betchworth Station.
As the 1957 walk then continued to The Dolphin pub at Betchworth
before turning east back to Reigate, we decided to use this pub for
the lunch stop on the celebration walk. This is about 5.75 miles
from the start, leaving a return leg of just 3.75 miles.
This led on to our decision to have two separate walks within one,
with Roger Heath (14 when he went on the 1957 walk) organising
the outward leg and Geoff Hunt and Alan Reeves the return one.
We did this to maximise participation, encouraging those who
couldn’t do both walks to take part in one or the other.
We then devised two ways to speed up progress on the longer
outward leg:
 by not setting any cryptic clues apart from three token ones
at Betchworth Station, itself the venue for many early
quizwalks
 by providing an alternative starting point at Margery Wood
car park on the top of the North Downs for those who did not
want to do the steep climb up Colley Hill early on in the walk
(shaving over a mile off its length in the process).
On the other hand, the return leg was an ideal length for making it
a showcase quizwalk – and that’s exactly what Geoff and Alan did,
setting the standard quota of 25 cryptic clues.
But unlike today’s quizwalks, where you have to be on the lookout
for answers almost all of the time, Alan and Geoff designated the
landmark points at which the answers to their clues could be found.
This is similar to the approach taken on the 1957 walk where, as
you have seen, the clues were embedded within the directions.
And now for the walk itself.
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Part 1: Outward Bound
Reigate Station to The Dolphin, Betchworth
5.75 Miles (9.25 km) Off at 10.00am
Organised by Roger Heath

Stage 1 (1.0 km)
With your back to the ticket hall at Reigate Station turn left down
roadway. Very soon cross road to parade of shops opposite. Continue with shops on right to nearby main road. Cross over via pedestrian crossing to “Surrey Mirror” building opposite. Right, then
almost immediately left along “Somers Road”. Stay on right-hand
side.
Eventually pass “Pilgrims Way” on right.
Keep straight ahead, now in “Manor Road”,
staying on right-hand side. End stage at T
junction with “Coppice Lane”.

Stage 2 (0.75 km)
Turn right along “Coppice Lane”. After last
house on left continue for about 50 yards to
fork in road at “The Clears”. Straight ahead
up “Public Byway”. Soon at fork keep left,
staying on “Public Byway”. Follow track past
house on right. At staggered wooden barriers keep straight ahead on path in front. After about 30 yards end stage at point where
track merges from right. (N.B. There is a
metal plate here with “S & ES Water” on it.)

Stage 3 (0.4 km)
Ahead with track. After about
25 yards keep left at fork on
downhill path. Stay on undulating path, ignoring all turn-offs.
Eventually, at junction of paths,
walk a few feet along downhill
path in front and end stage at
tall, square wooden post (an
old railway sleeper!) on left.
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Stage 4 (0.2 km)
Keep ahead on twisting path. Ignore all turn-offs. Eventually, veer
left at stone marker with “NT” on back and then veer right up a
short flight of elongated steps. Stay on path, soon climbing a second, much longer flight of steps. Almost immediately end stage at
point where another path hairpins off to the right.

Stage 5 (1.6 km)
Keep ahead on winding main path. Ignore all turn-offs. Eventually
follow main path round left turn, ignoring both stile on right here
and then nearby path off to left. Instead stay on undulating main
path until reaching a four way pointer post just beyond staggered
wooden barrier.
Here turn sharp right on steep uphill track. After steep climb reach
point where track bears sharp left and wire mesh fence starts on
right. Here veer off right up flight of
elongated wooden steps. Stay on
path, up further flights of steps to
wooden gate at top. Through gate,
sharp left and hug wire fence/
hedgerow on left. Soon reach wide
track at gate marked “Please close
gate quietly”.

****************************************************************************
For Starters from Margery Wood Car Park Only
Leave by rear of car park, taking track
starting just behind “The National Trust”
noticeboard. Immediately bear slight left
on main track, ignoring narrower track
off to right. Proceed uphill, cross bridge
over motorway and soon reach gate in
front. Through gate and turn right along
wide track. Stay on track until eventually reaching a gate marked “Please
close gate quietly”.
****************************************************************************
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Go through this gate. Ahead on track (bridleway), very soon passing three way pointer post on right. Soon at fork keep left with
boarded fence on left. At next fork keep left again along “North
Downs Way”. Soon at roadway turn left, still on “North Downs
Way”. After about 30 yards turn right at “Mole Place” along “Public
Bridleway”. Eventually at four way pointer post keep ahead on
“Public Bridleway”. Soon reach junction with white-painted house
over to right. Here straight ahead along roadway in front. Almost
immediately end stage at “The Bounty” (name of house) on right.

Stage 6 (0.4 km)
Continue ahead past nearby “Little Gables”. (This house name was
mentioned on the 1957 walk.) When roadway becomes a track
keep straight on. Pass two houses on left. Soon boarded fence
starts on left. End stage when boarded fence ends.

Stage 7 (0.4km)
Continue along track. Eventually, just after view opens up on left,
ignore “Public Footpath” on right and continue past “Paul Hill” seat
just in front. End stage at point where path swings left downhill with
metal gates on left and right.

Stage 8 (0.8 km)
Left down the path that runs down the hill. After about 30 yards
turn right at T Junction. Stay on path, eventually going uphill and
then veering left into woodland. Quite soon veer round to the right,
climbing or bypassing short flight of wooden steps. Stay on winding
path through woodland. End stage on reaching four way pointer
post at convergence of tracks.

Stage 9 (0.5 km)
(The 1957 walk headed north from here up to what is now the
Pfizer complex, turned left along the Dorking Road and then
descended Pebblehill Road to Betchworth Station. However, on
this stage and the next two we are taking a shorter and more
scenic route to the station.)
Here cross over “Public Byway” and veer half left along ridge on
“Public Bridleway”. Soon follow track downhill. Eventually reach
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three way pointer post. Here straight on down track in front,
ignoring path off to left. At bottom continue on narrow path to
wooden gate. Through gate and end stage at three way pointer
post about 15 yards ahead.

Stage 10 (0.5 km)
Here follow “Public Bridleway” ahead into field and pass just to
right of large tree about 60 yards in front. Now follow track marks in
leftwards arc through field towards buildings. At corner of field go
through wooden side-gate and keep ahead on track in front, which
soon becomes a roadway. End stage at “Public Footpath” pointer
on right just before railway crossing.

Stage 11 (0.9 km)
Right along “Public Footpath”, keeping railway on left. Eventually at
“Wildecroft” (name of house) turn left with path under railway to
nearby wooden kiss-gate on right. Through gate into field and turn
sharp right, hugging wire fence on right. At corner of field veer off
right through metal kiss-gate. Now follow path beside railway.
Eventually emerge at road with level crossing on right. Cross road
carefully and end stage at “Betchworth” station forecourt opposite.
Station Forecourt Clues
(The answers are on the front of the station building. You can see
all three if you stand facing the building with your feet placed halfway along the long yellow line that marks the total width of the
“Private Parking” area.)
A From the fifties “High Noon” and “Shane” come to mind.
But neither of these was the first of its kind.
B Take heed of this and understand.
Otherwise it’ll cost you a grand.
C For the Teds of fifty odd years ago
Then fashionable leggings are still on show.
(Betchworth Station was the venue for many quizwalks, particularly
in the 1960s when most walks still started from railway stations.)
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Stage 12 (1.8 km)
Leaving station forecourt turn right along elevated walkway. When
walkway ends continue on pavement to large roundabout at main
road (A25). Veer right and pass “Station Road” sign. Very soon
cross main road via small grassy triangular section. Left for a few
yards, then right along continuation of “Station Road”.
Keep on right-hand side. Soon pass “Betchworth Gospel Hall” on
right (Competitors on the 1957 walk had to give the hour of the service at which bread was broken here.) and continue to “Bovey Cottage”. Here cross over to pavement on left and continue to T junction.
Now follow pavement round
to left in direction of “Leigh”
and “Betchworth”. Soon at
three pointer signpost turn
right into “The Street”. (The
1957 walk stayed on this
road to The Dolphin pub.
But soon we take a minor
diversion off to the right.
This is a more pleasant
walk and allows us to visit
the church which was used
for the first of the weddings in “Four Weddings and a Funeral”.)
Use pavement, initially on left, then on
right. Just after S-bend (opposite
“Morden Grange Cottages”) take “Public
Footpath” on right. Soon go through gap
in hedge ahead and turn left on path
along edge of field.
When path emerges at “The Walled
Garden” cross minor road, then go
through metal barriers and follow path
across green. At far side keep ahead
through two more sets of barriers, then
bear right along minor road to church.
Continue through gate and then go to
left of church, exiting churchyard
through iron gate on left. “The Dolphin”
pub is opposite, where stage ends.
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Part 2: Quizwalks Coming Home
The Dolphin, Betchworth to Reigate
3.75 Miles (6.0 km) Off at 2:45pm
Organised by Geoff Hunt (pictured left) & Alan Reeves (on right)
Welcome to the final section
of the Anniversary Walk. It
runs through the heart of one
of the most popular walking
areas in Surrey with a fine
network of paths connecting
quiet villages from Dorking to
Redhill. Fortunately we have
many landmarks from the
original walk to guide us on
our way. For those of you
who are new to quizwalking
we have added 25 clues to the directions to give you some idea of
what today's walks are like. We hope you enjoy them as much as
the countryside you are about to visit.
The answers to the following clues are all objects that can be seen
from the small forecourt area in front of The Dolphin but looking in
all directions.
1 He hold pint badly with flippers.
2 It may be a local anecdote;
this is the home of the 4 pound note.
3 Here’s a colt who will never bolt,
even when lightning gives him a jolt.
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Now follow these directions from The Dolphin to the centre of
Reigate. At each point where you stop, there will be one or more
clues that will relate to objects within 15m (50’) of that point in
either direction. You may need to back track for some clues! The
major landmarks from the original walk are also indicated for
interest.
50 m Turn left from The Dolphin (original walk Stage 12 “queer
fish”) into Wonham Lane. Very soon you will come level with a
pillbox (original walk Stage 12 “pill box”) by the river.
4 The receiver had better hold his nerve,
he can lose the game on the very next serve.
250 m Continue along the road and soon join the footpath on the
left hand side. This will lead you into a field. Follow the path to the
end of the field until you come to a main road with the sign Sandy
Lane.
5 This is what Steve Davis got,
when on his break he sank the lot.
400 m Turn left along Sandy Lane and continue carefully until you
reach the entrance to a large building on the left hand side with the
sign “Hartsfield Manor”.
6 These flattering phrases eventually deceive,
with something cheats keep up their sleeve.
100 m Continue along Sandy Lane to the T Junction. Turn right
onto the earth verge in front of the cottages.
7 Andy leans awkwardly.
50 m Continue past the cottages and, after 10 m, turn right again
at the public footpath sign. Climb the steps (original walk Stage 13
“stairs”) and stop at the stile just beyond.
8 Not the ones that Hannay sought,
these always come up 5 short.
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150 m Continue along the path. Just after a small farm building/
garage stop at a stile on the left of the path, opposite the Public
Footpath sign posts.
9 In jest I let you have the name,
of something our predecessors overcame.
200 m Turn left over the stile and follow the footpath to a pair of
gates. Go over the stile by the first gate and then turn sharp right
passing the second gate, and then turn sharp left and stop at the
stile.
10 Twelve inches wide
from side to side?

450 m Cross over the stile by the third gate and follow the footpath
with the hedge & fence on the left. A windmill should soon be
visible on the horizon. After 100m you come to a kissing gate.
Continue through this and now the fence is on the right of the path.
After 300 m come to a second kissing gate just before some
cottages. Shortly after passing through this gate the path ends at a
tarmac track.
11 Home perhaps to a fighting gent,
who throws a punch to pay the rent?
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300 m Turn right along the tarmac
track and pass by the cottages.
After a short distance you come to
Dungates Farm (original walk
Stage 14 landmark, where the

winners that day, Les
and Reta Bradbury, got
held up by mud and
cows). Stay on the main
track and stop level with
the stables' entrance at
the farm.
12 A home for people who enjoy a loaf,
near a home for people who work for growth.
300 m Continue along the path until you reach a fork in the path
by a stream.
13 Something you can always read in the middle of a long walk.
450 m Take the right fork through the open gates. Carry on along
this long path that eventually comes to a white house on the left
hand side at the edge of a golf course (original walk Stage 14
landmark). Fork left for 5 m and stop at the direction post by the
tree.
14 For this migrant it’s a winter chore,
he’s heading South one time in four.
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300 m Continue across the golf course watching out for any golfers
playing, and climb the hill using the path that runs up to the right of
the club house beside the windmill (original walk Stage 14 “mill”).
Turn left at the gravel track and follow it to the clubhouse forecourt.
15 He's not just a fair weather chap,
I wonder what’s his handicap?
50 m Follow the narrow footpath to the left of the clubhouse. This
leads past a triangulation point and then joins a vehicle track that
leads into the car park by the windmill. Stop at the small brick
cottage.
16 This crafty lot might say “What’s all the fuss?”
well they have been at it twice as long as us.
150 m Stay on the vehicle track to the left of this cottage (passing
the original walk Stage 14 “cottage gutter”, where a receptacle
containing direction sheets for the next stage was placed fifty years
ago) which then turns right back towards
the clubhouse. Ignore the 1st path with
the mirror on the post. Very soon you
come to a 2nd footpath on the left hand
side with the GW Greensand Way disc.
Take this footpath down to the bottom of
the hill where you reach a busy main
road. Cross over the road and follow the
tarmac track until you reach a footpath on
the left just in front of a large white
building.
17 Dubbya looked out into the night,
“Gee, I wish they’d fix that light”
150 m Turn left along this footpath and
follow it past some old farm buildings until
you reach another tarmac track (original
walk Stage 15 “track”) by some cottages.
18 A to Z (but not 1 to 9)
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100 m Turn right and follow the tarmac track towards The
Skimmington Castle public house. Ignore the footpath on the left.
The tarmac track soon splits. Take the left fork towards the car
park. Stop level with the public footpath signs on the left hand side.
19 Drunken lemmings can’t ski to this place.
400 m Turn left to the public footpath
signs and then take the right hand
footpath indicated by the blue arrow.
This high banked footpath runs up to
the crest of the hill and then down
the other side. Stop at a tarmac track
running to a farm entrance on the
right.
20 Sounds like jazz in Humphrey’s style.
200 m Turn left along the tarmac track. Follow the track past a
house on the left until you reach a stile with a public footpath sign,
on the right hand side just before a house on the right hand side.
21 Motorists should never hurry
where the goats and kids are a worry.
100 m Continue along the tarmac track until you reach a public
footpath sign on the left hand side by some barns.
22 Everything’s included in the meal.
800 m Turn left along the footpath. This is a
very long footpath that runs between fields for
some way before allotments (original walk
Stage 15 “muck and a lot of bean sticks”)
appear on the left hand side. The path ends
at a main road. Cross over to the pavement
on the other side.
23 To exploit growth properly,
first establish a site monopoly.
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500 m Follow the pavement on the right hand side of the road,
which runs gently uphill. After some distance you come level with
the side turning into Green Lane. Cross over the road to the
pavement on the left hand side.
24 Duck man and Henman are role models here.
200 m Follow the pavement on the left hand side of the road until
you come to the one-way system in Reigate town where Park Lane
meets West Street and the High Street.
25 Where a livid Ms Hood goes for her nightcap.
300 m That was the last of the clues. So now turn right along the
High Street which leads into the centre of Reigate. After a short
distance, turn left into Tunnel Road (next to The Market Hotel). The
walk ends at the entrance to the tunnel running under Reigate
Castle where we will all be meeting for the final celebrations of the
day.
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Les Bradbury & his uncle, Frank Roberts, pictured on a
quizwalk around 1980. They both took part in the
inaugural walk from Reigate Station on 29th September
1957.
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Answers
Part 1:
A. “First Great Western” – on “Welcome to Betchworth” notice.
B. “Warning. Do not trespass on the Railway. Penalty £1,000” –
on notice about platform destinations.
C. Drainpipes – on wall of station building.
Part 2
1 “The Dolphin” – anagram of “He hold pint”.
2 “Betchworth Forge” sign.
3 Horse on Weathervane at Betchworth Forge.
4 40 and 30 m.p.h. speed limit signs. A tennis game at 40 – 30
can be won on the next serve.
5 “147” on yellow Grit Salt bunker. It is snooker’s maximum
break.
6 “Beautiful Places” & “Inspiring Spaces” at Hartsfield Manor.
Both end with concealed “aces”.
7 “Sandy Lane” road sign – anagram of “Andy leans”.
8 34 steps. Not “The 39 Steps” sought by Richard Hannay.
9 Stile. It appears in “jest I let”.
10 “Footpath” sign.
11 “Fourpenny Cottage” – a four-penny one is old slang for a
punch.
12 “The Granary”. A cottage close to Dungates Farm.
13 “GW” direction signs for the Greensand Way. GW appears in
the middle of “long walk”.
14 Bird on Weathervane at White Cottage. Maybe a swallow?
15 Golfer on Weathervane at the Clubhouse.
16 “Reigate Heath Artisans Est. 1907” at the cottage.
Celebrating 100 years to our 50.
17 The broken lamp outside the “White House”.
18 “Letters” on the small red post box.
19 “Skimmington Castle” – anagram of “lemmings can’t ski to”.
20 “Littleton Manor” – the style of Humphrey Littleton the jazz
musician?
21 “Please drive slowly” “Animals & Children” - sign at the farm.
22 “Challow” sign on the barn. “all” in “chow”.
23 “Park Lane Allotments” sign. Park Lane is a site on the
Monopoly board.
24 “Bowling Club & Green” (Sir Francis Drake) and “Lawn
Tennis Club” (Tim Henman) signs.
25 “The Red Cross Inn”. Although Little Red Riding Hood might
be under age.
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www.quizwalks.com
or phone 01737 352832

Quizwalkers about to set off from the Jolly Farmers, Buckland, Surrey on 1st April 2007

Our quizwalks have evolved over the years from all day events
into Sunday afternoon strolls of between three and four miles
that combine gentle exercise suitable for all the family with some
mental agility and great company. We hold about ten walks each
year throughout the summer from various locations, usually in
Surrey.
Why not come along and join in the fun. New faces are always
welcome.

